Terraformer
https://github.com/Esri/Terraformer
What is a Geo Toolkit?

- An Easy Way to do Format Conversion
  - Esri JSON
  - GeoJSON
  - Well Known Text
- Deals with Coordinate Systems
  - Web Mercator
  - WGS84
• Geographic Toolkit
  - Circles
  - Intersects
  - Contains
  - Convex Hull
  - Envelopes
  - Indexes
  - And more!
Works In The Browser

```html
<script src="terraformer.js"></script>
<script>
    var polygon = new TerraFormer.Polygon();
</script>
```
Works in Node

```javascript
var Terraformer = require('terraformer'),
    wkt = require('terraformer-wkt-parser');

var point = wkt.parse('POINT( -122, 45 )');
var polygon = new Terraformer.polygon();
```
OPEN SOURCE

https://github.com/Esri/Terraformer